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Knovos expands its global solution network through partners

Knovos keen to solve data challenges across the globe and is looking for partners and 

resellers to spread the network further 

News Release – Washington D. C., January 29, 2021. 

Recently, Knovos announced the signing of a partnership agreement with Forensic Risk Alliance 

(FRA), a leading forensic accounting, data governance, eDiscovery consulting, and forensics 

consulting firm to provide new-age eDiscovery and Data Management offerings for its global clients. 

Together, Knovos and FRA in this multi-year alliance will focus on helping clients to change the way 

they interact with data. 

Under this strategic alliance, Knovos will provide eZReview - an end-to-end eDiscovery solution and 

data management technology to FRA, that FRA will further offer within its solutions for Data 

Governance, eDiscovery, and Forensics global practice.  

eZReview, with its innovative technology and immense capabilities, will help address significant 

challenges of large-scale cross-border investigations, litigation, and Data Subject Access Requests 

(DSAR) responses.  

Speaking on the alliance, Dharmesh Shingala, Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder Knovos 

said: “FRA’s dedication to technology diversity and research is unlike any other company in the space.” 

He further added that; “the strategic partnership with FRA’s Data Governance, Technology Solutions, 

and Forensic global team members to deploy the enterprise application of our product is an exciting 
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move for Knovos. This is our initiative to grow, expand, and strengthen our hybrid, connected, and 

intelligent offerings to the industry.” 

 

What makes eZReview a cost-saving and efficient solution for eDiscovery data management 

solution is its operational prerequisite of significantly fewer resources than other solutions. 

eZReview enhances the entire eDiscovery data management cycle experience powered by its 

customized analytics engine to mine data for the key concepts, patterns, and intelligence. It then 

identifies the most relevant documents and delivers strategic insights needed to navigate a review 

or investigation process successfully. 

 

 

Knovos is furthering their operation deep in the ANZ, South America, Europe, Middle East & Asia 

Pacific and is looking for more such strategic alliances. Along with eDiscovery & IG solutions 

partners, Knovos is also pushing Contract Life Cycle Management, Complete Legal Project 

Management, M & A Collaboration, Enterprise Collaboration, eSignature, PII Management, etc. into 

mainstream across these regions. All these technologies are built in house by Knovos engineers and 

have a tremendous cross solution compatibility and hence can solve any challenge and align to any 

workflow irrespective of the size of the organization. 

  

About Knovos 

Knovos has a directive to change how the world interacts with data. For the past 18+years, Knovos 

has empowered leading law firms, corporations, consultants and government agencies across the 

globe to solve their data challenges, improve efficiencies and enhance security. Knovos’ 

unparalleled suite of products facilitates end-to-end eDiscovery, project management & legal hold, 

regulatory compliance, information governance, arbitration and collaboration. Knovos strength lies 

in the fact that all these innovative technologies have tremendous cross-function applications, 

which addresses complex data challenges of any nature. Knovos is a woman-owned organization 

headquartered in Washington, DC, with offices in Europe and Asia. 

 

 


